
Implementation of O(nm logn)Weighted Mathings in General Graphs:The Power of Data StruturesKurt Mehlhorn and Guido Sh�aferMax-Plank-Institut f�ur Informatik,Stuhlsatzenhausweg 85, 66123 Saarbr�uken, Germanyfmehlhorn|shaeferg�mpi-sb.mpg.deAbstrat. We desribe the implementation of an algorithm whih solves theweighted mathing problem in general graphs with n verties and m edges intime O(nm log n). Our algorithm is a variant of the algorithm of Galil, Mi-ali and Gabow [GMG86℄ and extensively uses sophistiated data strutures,in partiular onatenable priority queues, so as to redue the time neededto perform dual adjustments and to �nd tight edges in Edmonds' blossom-shrinking algorithm. We ompare our implementation to the experimentallyfastest implementation, named Blossom IV, due to Cook and Rohe [CR97℄.Blossom IV requires only very simple data strutures and has an asymptotirunning time of O(n2m). Our experiments show that our new implementationis ompetitive to Blossom IV. A loser inspetion reveals that the running timeof Edmonds' blossom shrinking algorithm in pratie heavily depends on thetime spent to perform dual adjustments and to �nd tight edges. Therefore, op-timizing these operations, as is done in our implementation, indeed speeds-upthe pratial performane of implementations of Edmonds' algorithm.1 IntrodutionWe onsider the weighted mathing problem in general graphs. That is, given anundireted graph G = (V;E) we wish to �nd a mathing of maximum weight. Amathing M in G is a set of edges no two of whih share an endpoint. The edges ofG have weights assoiated with them and the weight of a mathing is simply the sumof the weights of the edges in the mathing. M may further be restrited to beingperfet, whih onstitutes the weighted perfet mathing problem; a mathing is perfetif every vertex of the graph is mathed.In 1965, Edmonds [Edm65b℄ invented the famous blossom-shrinking algorithm,whih solves the weighted perfet mathing problem in polynomial time. A straight-forward implementation of the blossom-shrinking algorithm, as originally proposed byEdmonds himself, requires time O(n2m), where n and m are the number of vertiesand edges of G, respetively. Sine then, the worst-ase omplexity of the blossom-shrinking algorithm has been improved suessively: both Lawler [Law76℄ and Gabow[Gab74℄ ahieved a running time of O(n3), Galil, Miali and Gabow [GMG86℄ im-proved the running time to O(nm logn) and �nally Gabow [Gab90℄ ahieved a run-ning time of O(n(m+n logn)). Somewhat better asymptoti running times are knownfor integral edge weights.Mainly, the improved worst-ase omplexity is ahieved by using sophistiateddata strutures whih redue the time needed to perform dual adjustments and to1



�nd tight edges. For example, the algorithm of Galil, Miali and Gabow requiresonatenable priority queues, in whih the priorities of ertain subgroups of vertiesan be hanged by a single operation. As a onsequene, a dual adjustment an beperformed in time O(1) as opposed to O(n) needed by the algorithms of Edmonds[Edm65b℄, Lawler [Law76℄ and Gabow [Gab74℄.The urrently most eÆient odes implement variants of Edmonds' blossom-shrink-ing algorithm and are based on either the algorithm of Edmonds [Edm65b℄, Lawler[Law76℄ or Gabow [Gab74℄. All these algorithms only use very simple data strutures.The fastest implementation urrently available, named Blossom IV, is due to Cookand Rohe [CR97℄. Their work is based on earlier work by Applegate and Cook [AC93℄.Blossom IV is known to be highly eÆient in pratie.It has been an open question, and one expliitly posed in [AC93℄ and [CR97℄,whether or not the use of sophistiated data strutures will help to improve theperformane of weighted mathing algorithms in pratie. We will answer this questionin the aÆrmative: our implementation is a variant of the algorithm of Galil, Miali andGabow [GMG86℄ and, as the experiments show, superior to Blossom IV on most ofthe tested instanes. Our implementation an be asked to ompute either a maximum-weight perfet mathing or a maximum-weight mathing. Previous implementationswere restrited to ompute optimal perfet mathings.1No previous implementation guaranteed a worst-ase performane of O(nm logn).As mentioned above, the improved asymptotis results from improved time bounds fordual adjustments and �nding tight edges. Our experiments show that the time spendfor dual adjustments and �nding tight edges is not only the theoretial bottlenek forweighted mathings; Blossom IV atually spends most of its time in these operations.The preow-push method for maximum network ow is another example of analgorithm whose asymptoti running time improves dramatially through the use ofsophistiated data strutures. With the highest level seletion rule and only simpledata strutures the worst-ase running time is O(n2pm). It improves to ~O(nm) withthe use of dynami trees. None of the known eÆient implementations [CG, MN99℄uses sophistiated data strutures and attempts to use them produed far inferiorimplementations [Hum96℄. The reason here is that the senario in whih dynamitrees help rarely ours in pratial problems.Our implementation is based on (and part of) the Library of EÆient Data Typesand Algorithms (LEDA). It may seem astonishing that an algorithm based on an all-purpose library suh as LEDA is superior to an algorithm whih was developed fromsrath with the only purpose to eÆiently solve the weighted mathing problem.We see to reasons: (1) the use of LEDA allowed us to implement the asymptotiallyfaster algorithm and, as argued above, the theoretial bottlenek is also the atualbottlenek in the ase of weighted mathing and (2) LEDA aims for zero-overheadlibrary design and omes lose to this goal in the area of graph algorithms.This paper is organized as follows: in Setion 2 we review Edmonds' blossom-shrinking algorithm, in Setion 3 we desribe our implementation, in Setion 4 wereport our experimental �ndings and in Setion 5 we o�er a short onlusion.1 One may argue that the maximum-weight mathing problem an be redued to themaximum-weight perfet mathing problem: the original graph is doubled and zero weightedges are inserted from eah original vertex to the orresponding doubled vertex. However,for an original graph with n verties and m edges the redution doubles n and inreasesm by m+ n. Thus, for large instanes the redution beomes infeasible.2



2 Edmonds' Blossom-Shrinking AlgorithmEdmonds' blossom-shrinking algorithm is a primal-dual method based on a linearprogramming formulation of the maximum-weight perfet mathing problem. Thedetails of the algorithm depend on the underlying formulation. We will �rst give theformulation we use and then present all details of the resulting blossom-shrinkingalgorithm.2.1 LP FormulationsLet G = (V;E) be a general graph with edge weights w : E ! R. An inidenevetor x is assoiated with the edges of G: xe is set to 1 if e belongs to the mathing;otherwise, xe is set to 0. For any subset S � E, we de�ne x(S) = Pe2S xe. Theedges of G having both endpoints in S � V are denoted by (S) = fuv 2 E :u 2 S and v 2 Sg, and the set of all edges having exatly one endpoint in S is referredto by Æ(S) = fuv 2 E : u 2 S and v 62 Sg. (For a singleton set S = fug we use Æ(u)for short.) Moreover, let O onsist of all non-singleton odd ardinality subsets of V :O = fB � V : jBj is odd and jBj � 3g:The maximum-weight perfet mathing problem of G with weight funtion w anthen be formulated as a linear program:(wpm) maximize wTxsubjet to x(Æ(u)) = 1 for all u 2 V , (1)x((B)) � bjBj=2 for all B 2 O, (2)xe � 0 for all e 2 E. (3)(wpm)(1) states that eah vertex u of G must be mathed and (wpm)(2){(3) assurethat xe is set either to 0 or 1.Consider the dual linear program of (wpm). A potential yu and zB is assigned toeah vertex u and non-singleton odd ardinality set B, respetively.(wpm) minimize Xu2V yu +XB2O bjBj=2 zBsubjet to zB � 0 for all B 2 O, (1)yu + yv + XB2Ouv2(B) zB � wuv for all uv 2 E. (2)The redued ost �uv of an edge uv with respet to a dual solution (y; z) of (wpm)is de�ned as given below. We will say that an edge uv is tight if its redued ost �uvequals 0. �uv = yu + yv � wuv + XB2Ouv2(B) zB: (1)Edmonds' blossom-shrinking algorithm is a primal-dual method that keeps a primal(not neessarily feasible) solution x of (wpm) and also a dual feasible solution (y; z)of (wpm); the primal solution may violate (wpm)(1). The solutions are adjustedsuessively until they are reognized to be optimal. The optimality of x and (y; z)3



will be assured by the feasibility of x and (y; z) and the validity of the omplementaryslakness onditions (s)(1){(2):(s) xuv > 0 =) �uv = 0 for all edges uv 2 E, (1)zB > 0 =) x((B)) = bjBj=2 for all B 2 O. (2)(s)(1) states that mathing edges must be tight and (s)(2) states that non-singleton sets B with a positive potential are full, i.e., a maximum number of edgesin B are mathed.There exists an alternative formulation, in whih the seond onstraint (wpm)(2)is replaed by \x(Æ(B)) = 1 for all B 2 O". The details of an algorithm based onthe alternative formulation di�er from those whih will be presented below.2 Wewill outline the main di�erenes below. Both the implementation of Applegate andCook [AC93℄ and the implementation of Cook and Rohe [CR97℄ use the alternativeformulation. The formulation above is used by Galil, Miali and Gabow [GMG86℄and seems to be more suitable to ahieve a running time of O(nm logn). It has theadditional advantage that hanging the onstraint (wpm)(1) to \x(Æ(u)) � 1 for allu 2 V " gives a formulation of the non-perfet maximum-weight mathing problem.2.2 Blossom-Shrinking AlgorithmInitialization: The algorithm starts with an arbitrary mathing M , whih satis�es(wpm)(2){(3).3 Eah vertex u has a potential yu assoiated with it and all zB's are(impliitly) set to 0. The potentials are hosen suh that (y; z) is a dual feasible solu-tion of (wpm) and, moreover, satis�es (s)(1){(2) with respet toM . The algorithmoperates in phases.A Phase: In eah phase, two additional verties beome mathed and hene do nolonger violate (wpm)(1). After O(n) phases, either all verties will satisfy (wpm)(1)and thus the omputed mathing is optimal, or it has been disovered that no perfetmathing exists.The algorithm attempts to math free verties by growing alternating trees rootedat free verties.4 Eah alternating tree Tr is rooted at a free vertex r. The edgesin Tr are tight and alternately mathed and unmathed with respet to the urrentmathing M . We further assume a labeling for the verties of Tr: a vertex u 2 Tr islabeled even or odd, when the path from u to r is of even or odd length, respetively.Verties that are not part of any alternating tree are mathed and said to be unlabeled.We will use u+, u� or u? to denote an even, odd or unlabeled vertex.An alternating tree is extended, or grown, from even labeled tree verties u+ 2 Tr:when a tight edge uv from u to a non-tree vertex v? exists, the edge uv and also the2 On the one hand, performing a dual adjustment beomes slightly simpler, but, on the otherhand, the omputation of the redued ost of an edge is omputationally more expensive.3 We will often use the onept of a mathingM and its inidene vetor x interhangeably.4 We onentrate on a multiple searh tree approah, where alternating trees are grown fromall free verties simultaneously. The single searh tree approah, where just one alternatingtree is grown at a time, is slightly simpler to desribe, gives the same asymptoti runningtime, but leads to an inferior implementation.4



mathing edge vw of v (whih must exist, sine v is unlabeled) is added to Tr. Here,v and w are labeled odd and even, respetively.When a tight edge uv with u+ 2 Tr and v+ 2 Tr0 exists, with Tr 6= Tr0 , anaugmenting path from r to r0 has been disovered. A path p from a free vertex r toanother free vertex r0 is alled augmenting, if the edges along p are alternately in Mand not in M (the �rst and last edge are unmathed). Let pr denote the tree pathin Tr from u to r and, orrespondingly, pr0 the tree path in Tr0 from v to r0. By prwe denote the path pr in reversed order. The urrent mathing M is augmented byP = (pr; uv; pr0), i.e., all non-mathing edges along P beome mathing edges andvie versa. After that, all verties in Tr and Tr0 will be mathed; therefore, we andestroy Tr and Tr0 and unlabel all their verties.Assume a tight edge uv onneting two even tree verties u+ 2 Tr and v+ 2Tr exists (in the same tree Tr). We follow the tree paths from u and v towardsthe root until the lowest ommon anestor vertex la has been found. la must beeven by onstrution of Tr and the simple yle C = (la; : : : ; u; v; : : : ; la) is full.The subset B � V of verties on C are said to form a blossom, as introdued byEdmonds [Edm65b℄, and uv will be alled a blossom forming edge. A key observationis that one an shrink blossoms into an even labeled pseudo-vertex, say la, andontinue the growth of the alternating trees in the resulting graph.5 To shrink a yleC means to ollapse all verties of B into a single pseudo-vertex la. All edges uvbetween verties of B, i.e., uv 2 (B), beome non-existent and all edges uv havingexatly one endpoint v in B, i.e., uv 2 Æ(B), are replaed by an edge from u to la.However, we will regard these verties to be oneptually shrunk into a new pseudo-vertex only. Sine pseudo-verties might get shrunk into other pseudo-verties, thefollowing view is appropriate: the urrent graph is partitioned into a nested familyof odd ardinality subsets of V . Eah odd ardinality subset is alled a blossom. Ablossom might ontain other blossoms, alled subblossoms. A trivial blossom orre-sponds to a single vertex of G. A blossom B is said to be a surfae blossom, if B isnot ontained in any other blossom. All edges lying ompletely in some blossom B aredead and will not be onsidered by the algorithm; all other edges are alive.6Dual Adjustment: The algorithm might ome to a halt due to the lak of furthertight edges. Then, a dual adjustment is performed: the dual solution (y; z) is adjustedsuh that the objetive value of (wpm) dereases. However, the adjustment will be ofthe kind suh that (y; z) stays dual feasible and moreover preserves (s)(1){(2). Thepotentials yu of all verties u 2 V and the potential zB of eah non-trivial surfae5 The ruial point is that any augmenting path in the resulting graph an be lifted to anaugmenting path in the original graph.6 Note that during the ourse of the algorithm the redued osts of alive edges have to beomputed frequently. If the alternative LP formulation is used this is a quite tedious task:�uv = yu + yv � wuv + XB2Ouv2Æ(B) zB:That is, not only the vertex potentials of the endpoints but also the potentials of allblossoms ontaining exatly one endpoint must be taken into aount.5



blossom B are updated by some Æ > 0:y0u = yu + �Æ; and z0B = zB � 2�Æ:7The status indiator � equals �1 or 1 for even or odd tree blossoms (trivial or non-trivial), respetively, and equals 0, otherwise. (The status of a vertex is the statusof the surfae blossom ontaining it.) Let Tr1 ; : : : ; Trk denote the urrent alternatingtrees. The value of Æ must be hosen as Æ = minfÆ2; Æ3; Æ4g, withÆ2 = minuv2E f�uv : u+ 2 Tri and v? not in any treeg;Æ3 = minuv2E f�uv=2 : u+ 2 Tri and v+ 2 Trjg;Æ4 = minB2O fzB=2 : B� 2 Trig;where Tri and Trj denote any alternating tree, with 1 � i; j � k.8 The minimum ofan empty set is de�ned to be 1. When Æ = 1, the dual linear program (wpm) isunbounded and thus no optimal solution to (wpm) exists (by weak duality).If Æ is hosen as Æ4, the potential of an odd tree blossom, say B� 2 Tr, will drop to 0after the dual adjustment. Due to (wpm)(1), B must be prevented from partiipatingin further dual adjustments. The ation to be taken is to expand B, i.e., the de�ningsubblossoms B1; : : : ;B2k+1 of B are lifted to the surfae and B is abandoned. Sine Bis odd, there exists a mathing tree edge ub and a non-mathing tree edge dv. Theverties b and d in B are alled the base and disovery vertex of B. Assume Bi and Bjorrespond to the subblossoms ontaining b and d, respetively. Let p denote the evenlength alternating (now alive) path from Bj to Bi with its edges lying exlusivelyin (B). The path p and all subblossoms along p are added to Tr and are labeledaordingly. All remaining subblossoms are unlabeled and leave Tr.Running Time of Di�erent Realizations: As mentioned above, the algorithmterminates after O(n) phases. The number of dual adjustments is bounded by O(n)per phase.9 A union-�nd data struture that additionally supports a split operationis suÆient to maintain the surfae graph in time O(n logn) per phase.10 The ex-isting realizations of the blossom-shrinking algorithm mainly di�er in the way theydetermine the value of Æ, perform dual adjustments and �nd tight edges.The most trivial realization inspets all edges and expliitly updates the vertexand blossom potentials and thus needs O(m + n) time per dual adjustment. The7 For the alternative LP formulation, the potential updates redue toy0u = yu + �Æ; and z0B = zB + �Æfor eah surfae vertex u and surfae blossom B.8 Notie that Tri and Trj need not neessarily to be di�erent in the de�nition of Æ3.9 Whenever Æ = Æ2; Æ3, at least one (formerly non-even labeled) vertex beomes an eventree vertex, or a phase terminates. An even tree vertex stays even and resides in its treeuntil the end of the phase. Thus, Æ = Æ2; Æ3 ours O(n) times per phase. The maximumardinality of a blossom is n and therefore Æ = Æ4 ours O(n) times per phase.10 Eah vertex knows the name of its surfae blossom. In a shrink or an expand step allverties of the smaller group are renamed. 6



resulting O(n2m), or equivalently O(n4), approah is essentially the one whih wassuggested �rst by Edmonds [Edm65a℄.Lawler [Law76℄ and Gabow [Gab74℄ improved the asymptoti running time toO(n3) by reduing the time spent to determine the value of Æ and to �nd tight edgesto O(n). The idea is to keep for eah non-tree vertex v? a best edge, i.e., the edgehaving minimum redued ost, to an even labeled tree vertex. The same data is keptfor eah odd tree vertex v� 2 Tr. (The neessity for the latter is due to the expansionof blossoms). Additionally, eah even tree blossom knows its best edges to other eventree blossoms. Then, only all best edges have to be onsidered in order to determinethe value of Æ and to �nd tight edges. Moreover, the best edge data an be maintainedin time O(n2) per phase.The algorithm of Galil, Miali and Gabow [GMG86℄ onsiderably improves thetime needed to perform a dual adjustment to O(1). The determining of Æ and the�nding of tight edges redues to a priority queue operation and takes time O(logn).The maintenane of the underlying priority queues requires time O(m logn) per phase.The total running time is therefore O(nm logn). This algorithm will be disussed inmore detail below.Gabow [Gab90℄ further improved the running time to O(n(m+n logn). The maindiÆulty here is to deal with the (potentially m many) blossom forming edges. Therough idea is to replae eah blossom forming edge uv by two bak edges to thelowest ommon anestor of u and v and to partition these bak edges into pakets.However, the underlying data strutures are omplex and we doubt that an eÆientimplementation would be possible.3 Implementation3.1 Blossom IVThe implementation, named Blossom IV, of Cook and Rohe [CR97℄ is the most eÆ-ient ode for weighted perfet mathings in general graphs urrently available. Cookand Rohe do not laim any worst-ase guarantee. Blossom IV only uses very simpledata strutures. In partiular, no priority queues are used to determine the valueof Æ or to �nd tight edges and the potential updates are made expliitly, i.e., taketime O(n) per dual adjustment. Thus, the worst-ase guarantee annot be betterthan O(n3). Sine no best edge data is kept, we even believe that it is O(n2m). Thealgorithm is implemented in C.The omparison to other implementations is made in two papers: (1) In [CR97℄Blossom IV is ompared to the implementation of Applegate and Cook [AC93℄. It isshown that Blossom IV is substantially faster. (2) In [AC93℄ the implementation ofApplegate and Cook is ompared to other implementations. The authors show thattheir ode is superior to all other odes.In Blossom IV one an hoose between three approahes: a single searh treeapproah, a multiple searh tree approah and a re�nement of the multiple searh treeapproah, alled the variable Æ approah. In the variable Æ approah, eah alternatingtree Tri hooses its own dual adjustment value Æri so as to maximize the derease inthe dual objetive value. A heuristi is used to make the hoies (an exat omputationwould be too ostly). The variable Æ approah does not only lead to a faster derease ofthe dual objetive value, it, typially, also reates tight edges faster. The experiments7



in [CR97℄ show that the variable Æ approah is superior to the other approahes inpratie. We make all our omparisons to Blossom IV with the variable Æ approah.Prie-and-Repair Strategy for Geometri Instanes: Blossom IV provides aprie-and-repair heuristi whih allows it to run on impliitly de�ned omplete geo-metri graphs (edge weight = Eulidean distane). The running time of Blossom IVon these instanes is signi�antly improved if the prie-and-repair heuristi is used.We have not yet implemented suh a heuristi for our algorithm.The idea is simple. A minimum-weight mathing (it is now more natural to talkabout minimum-weight mathings) has a natural tendeny of avoiding large weightedges; this suggests to ompute a minimum-weight mathing iteratively. One startswith a sparse subgraph of light edges and omputes an optimal mathing. One theoptimal mathing is omputed, one heks optimality with respet to the full graph.This is what is alled priing. Some of the edges having negative redued ost areadded to the urrent graph, with the mathing and the potentials being modi�edsuh that all preonditions of the mathing algorithm are satis�ed. The algorithm isresumed so as to repair the mathing for the urrent graph. This proess is repeateduntil the obtained mathing is optimal for the full graph. Derigs and Metz [DM91,AC93, CR97℄ disuss the repair step in detail.There are several natural strategies for seleting the sparse subgraph. One an,e.g., take the lightest d edges inident to any vertex. For omplete graphs indued bya set of points in the plane and with edge weights equal to the Eulidean distane,the Delaunay diagram of the points is a good hoie.3.2 Our ImplementationWe ome to our implementation. It has a worst-ase running time of O(nm logn),extensively uses (onatenable) priority queues and is able to ompute a non-perfetor a perfet maximum-weight mathing. It is based on the Library of EÆient DataTypes and Algorithms (LEDA, [MN99℄) and the implementation language is C++.The implementation an run either a single searh tree approah or a multiple searhtree approah. As the experiments will show, the additional programming expenditurefor the multiple searh tree approah is well worth the e�ort regarding the eÆieny inpratie. Comparisons of our multiple searh tree algorithm to the variable Æ approahof Blossom IV will be given in Setion 4.The underlying strategies are similar to or have been evolved from the ideas ofGalil, Miali and Gabow [GMG86℄. The time required to perform a dual adjustmentis onsiderably improved to O(1). The determining of Æ and the �nding of tightedges redues to a priority queue operation and takes time O(logn). Moreover, themaintenane of the underlying priority queue data strutures takes time O(m logn)per phase. However, our approah di�ers with regard to the maintenane of the varyingpotentials and redued osts. Galil, Miali and Gabow handle these varying valueswithin the priority queues, i.e., by means of an operation that hanges all priorities ina priority queue by the same amount, whereas we establish a series of formulae thatenable us to ompute the values on demand.Next, we will briey sketh the key ideas of our implementation. As above, weonentrate on the desription of the multiple searh tree approah.8



Determination of Æ | towards a Priority Queue Approah: For eah Æ2; Æ3and Æ4 we keep a priority queue delta2, delta3 and delta4, respetively. The prioritiesstored in eah priority queue orrespond to the value of interest, i.e., to (one halfof) the redued ost of edges for delta2 and delta3 and to blossom potentials fordelta4. The diÆulty that these priorities derease by Æ with eah dual adjustment isoverome as follows. We keep trak of the amount � =P Æi of all dual adjustmentsand ompute the atual priority ep of any element in the priority queues by taking �into onsideration: ep = p��. A dual adjustment by Æ then redues to an inrease of� by Æ, i.e., the time required by a dual adjustment is redued to O(1).We assoiate a onatenable priority queue PB with eah surfae blossom B. Aonatenable priority queue supports all standard priority queue operations and, inaddition, a onat and split operation. Moreover, the elements are regarded to forma sequene. onat onatenates the sequenes of two priority queues and, onversely,split splits the sequene of a priority queue at a given item into two priority queues. Itan be ahieved that both operations run in time O(logn), see, e.g., [Meh84, SetionIII.5.3℄ and [AHU74, Setion 4.12℄. Our implementation is based on (2; 16)-trees.PB ontains exatly one element hp; ui for eah vertex u ontained in B. Generally,p represents the redued ost of the best edge of u to an even labeled tree vertex. Morepreisely, let Tr1 ; : : : ; Trk denote the alternating trees at some stage of the blossom-shrinking algorithm. Every vertex u is assoiated with a series of (at most k) inidentedges uv1; : : : ; uvk and their redued osts �uv1 ; : : : ; �uvk (maintained by a standardpriority queue). Eah edge uvi represents the best edge from u to an even tree vertexv+i 2 Tri . The redued ost �uvi� of u's best edge uvi� (along all best edges uviassoiated with u) is the priority stored with the element hp; ui in PB.When a new blossom B is formed by B1;B2; : : : ;B2k+1 the priority queuesPB1 ; PB2 ; : : : ; PB2k+1 are onatenated one after another and the resulting priorityqueue PB is assigned to B. Thereby, we keep trak of eah ti, 1 � i � 2k+1, the lastitem in Bi. Later, when B is expanded the priority queues of B1;B2; : : : ;B2k+1 aneasily be reovered by splitting the priority queue of B at eah item ti, 1 � i � 2k+1.Some details for the maintenane of delta2 are given next. Whenever a blossomB beomes unlabeled, it sends its best edge and the redued ost of this edge todelta2. Moreover, when the best edge of B hanges, the appropriate element in delta2is adjusted. If a non-tree blossom B? beomes a tree blossom its element in delta2 isdeleted. These insertions, adjustments and deletions on delta2 ontribute O(n logn)time per phase.We ome to delta3. Eah tree Tri maintains its own priority queue delta3ri on-taining all blossom forming edges, i.e., the edges onneting two even verties in Tri .The priority of eah element orresponds to one half of the redued ost; note, how-ever, that the atual redued ost of eah element is omputed as stated above. Theedges inserted into delta3ri are assured to be alive. However, during the ourse of thealgorithm some edges in delta3ri might beome dead. We use a lazy-deletion strategyfor these edges: dead edges are simply disarded when they our as the minimumelement of delta3ri . The minimum element of eah delta3ri is sent to delta3. When atree Tri is destroyed, its representative is deleted from delta3 and delta3ri is freed.Moreover, eah even labeled blossom B+ 2 Tri sends its best edge uv with u+ 2 Triand v+ 2 Trj , Tri 6= Trj , and the redued ost of this edge to delta3. Sine m � n2,the time needed for the maintenane of all priority queues responsible for delta3 isO(m logn) per phase. 9



Handling delta4 is trivial. Eah non-trivial odd surfae blossom B� 2 Tri sendsan element to delta4. The priority orresponds to one half of the potential zB.Varying Potentials and Redued Costs: What remains to be shown is how totreat the varying blossom and vertex potentials as well as the redued ost of alledges assoiated with the verties. The rux is that with eah dual adjustment allthese values uniformly hange by some multiple of Æ.For example, onsider an even surfae blossom B+ 2 Tri . If a dual adjustment byÆ is performed, the potential of B hanges by +2Æ, the potential of eah vertex u 2 Bhanges by �Æ and the redued osts of all edges assosiated with eah u 2 B hangeby �2Æ. Taking advantage of this fat, the atual value of interest an be omputed bytaking � and some additional information into onsideration. The idea is as follows.Eah surfae blossom B has an o�set o�setB assigned to it. This o�set is initiallyset to 0 and will be adjusted whenever B hanges its status. The formulae to omputethe atual potential ezB for a (non-trivial) surfae blossom B, the atual potential eyufor a vertex u (with surfae blossom B) and the atual redued ost e�uvi of an edgeuvi assosiated with u (and surfae blossom B) are given below:ezB = zB � 2o�setB � 2��; (2)eyu = yu + o�setB + ��; (3)e�uvi = �uvi + o�setB + (� � 1)�: (4)Here, � and � are de�ned as above. A status hange for a surfae blossom B thenredues to an update of its o�set value:o�setB = o�setB + (� � �0)�; (5)whih is neessary at the point of time, when B hanges its status indiator from �to �0. The update of a blossom o�set takes time O(1). We onlude, that eah valueof interest an be omputed (if required) in time O(1) by the formulae (2){(4).It is an easy matter to handle the blossom o�sets if a blossom B is expanded:o�setB is assigned to eah o�set of the de�ning subblossoms of B.However, it is not so obvious how to handle the possibly di�erent blossom o�setsin a shrink step. Let B denote the blossom that is about to be formed by the de�ningsubblossoms B1;B2; : : : ;B2k+1. Eah odd labeled subblossom Bi is made even by ad-justing its o�set as in (5). The orresponding o�sets o�setB1 ; o�setB2 ; : : : ; o�setB2k+1may have di�erent values. However, we want to determine a ommon o�set valueo�setB suh that the atual potential and the atual redued osts assoiated witheah vertex u 2 Bi an be omputed with respet to o�setB. The following strategyassures that the o�sets of all de�ning subblossoms Bi, 1 � i � 2k + 1, are set to 0and thus the desired result is ahieved by the ommon o�set o�setB = 0.Whenever a surfae blossom B0 (trivial or non-trivial) beomes an even tree blos-som, its o�set o�setB0 is set to 0. Consequently, in order to preserve the validity of (3)and (2) for the omputation of the atual potential eyu of eah vertex u 2 B0 and of theatual potential ezB0 of B0 itself (if B0 is non-trivial only), the following adjustmentshave to be performed: y0u = yu + o�setB0 ,z0B0 = zB0 � 2o�setB0 :10



Moreover, the stored redued ost �uvi of eah edge uvi assoiated with eah vertexu 2 B0 is subjet to orretion: �0uvi = �uvi + o�setB0 :Observe that the adjustments are performed at most one per phase for a �xed vertex.Thus, the time required for the potential adjustments is O(n) per phase. On the otherhand, the orretions of the redued osts ontributes total time O(m logn) per phase.In summary, we have established a onvenient way to handle the varying potentialsas well as the redued osts of edges assoiated with a vertex. The values of interestan be omputed on demand by the developed formulae. It has be shown that theadditional overhead produed by the o�set maintenane onsumes O(m logn) timeper phase.This onludes the desription of our approah (for a more extensive disussion thereader is referred to [Sh00℄).3.3 Constrution of Initial SolutionsBoth Blossom IV and our implementation support two strategies for �nding initialsolutions; both of them are well known and also used in previous odes.Greedy Heuristi: The greedy heuristi �rst sets the vertex potentials: the potentialyu of a vertex u is set to one half of the weight of the heaviest inident edge. Thisguarantees that all edges have non-negative redued ost. It then hooses a mathingwithin the tight edges in a greedy fashion.Frational Mathing Heuristi: The frational mathing heuristi [DM86℄ �rstsolves the frational mathing problem (onsisting of onstraints (wpm)(1) and(wpm)(3) only). In the solution all variables are half-integral and the edges withvalue 1=2 form odd length yles. The initial mathing onsists of the edges withvalue 1 and of bjCj=2 edges from every odd yle. Applegate and Cook [AC93℄ de-sribe how to solve the frational mathing problem.Our frational mathing algorithm uses priority queues and similar strategies tothe ones desribed above. The priority queue based approah appears to be highlyeÆient.113.4 CorretnessBlossom IV and our program does not only ompute an optimal mathingM but alsoan optimal dual solution. This makes it easy to verify the orretness of a solution.One only has to hek that M is a (perfet) mathing, that the dual solution isfeasible (in partiular, all edges must have non-negative redued osts), and that theomplementary slakness onditions are satis�ed.11 Experimental results (not presented in this paper) showed that the priority queue approahis substantially faster than the speialized algorithm of LEDA to ompute a maximum-weight (perfet) mathing in a bipartite graph. A loser inspetion revealed that thissuperiority is due to a heuristi improvement whih is desribed in detail in [MS01℄.11



4 Experimental Results4.1 Experimental SettingWe experimented with three kinds of instanes: triangulation instanes (inludingDelaunay triangulations), sparse and dense random instanes ontaining a perfetmathing and omplete geometri instanes.The triangulation instanes were onstruted as follows. First, n random pointswere hosen from a 220 � 220 square. Then, a triangulation of the point set was om-puted. We experimented with two kinds of triangulations: Delaunay triangulations andtriangulations omputed by a sweep-line algorithm (alled sweep-line triangulationsheneforth). Both triangulations were onstruted using the appropriate funtions ofLEDA. Finally, eah edge in the triangulation was assigned a weight equal to the Eu-lidean distane of the endpoints (rounded down). Delaunay triangulations are knownto ontain perfet mathings [Dil90℄.For the random instanes we hose random graphs with n verties. The number ofedges for sparse graphs was hosen as m = �n for small values of �, � � 10. For densegraphs the density is approximately 20%, 40% and 60% of the density of a ompletegraph. Random weights out of the range [1; : : : ; 216) were assigned to the edges. Weheked for perfet mathings with the LEDA ardinality mathing implementation.Complete geometri instanes were indued by n random points in an n�n squareand their Eulidean distanes.All our running times are in seonds and are the average of t = 5 runs, unless statedotherwise. All experiments were performed on a Sun Ultra Spar, 333 Mhz.4.2 ExperimentsInitial Solution, Single vs. Multiple Searh Tree Strategies: Table 1 omparesthe usage of di�erent heuristis in ombination with the single searh tree (MSSST)and the multiple searh tree (MSMST) approah.Table 1. MSSST vs. MSMST on sweep-line triangulations. �, + or � indiates usageof no, the greedy or the frational mathing heuristi. The time needed by the greedyor the frational mathing heuristi is shown in the olumns GY and FM.n MS�SST MS�MST MS+SST MS+MST GY MS�SST MS�MST FM t10000 37:01 6:27 24:05 4:91 0:13 5:79 3:20 0:40 520000 142:93 14:81 89:55 11:67 0:24 18:54 8:00 0:83 540000 593:58 31:53 367:37 25:51 0:64 76:73 17:41 1:78 5The frational mathing heuristi is omputational more intensive than the greedyheuristi, but leads to overall improvements of the running time. The multiple searhtree strategy is superior to the single searh tree strategy with both heuristis. Wetherefore take the multiple searh tree strategy with the frational mathing heuristias our anonial implementation; we refer to this implementation as MS�. BlossomIV also uses the frational mathing heuristi for onstruting an initial solution. We12



remark that the di�erene between the two heuristis is more pronouned for thesingle searh tree approah.Triangulation Instanes: Table 2 ompares Blossom IV with the frational math-ing heuristi, multiple searh trees without (B4�) and with (B4�var) the variable Æapproah with MS�. We used Delaunay triangulations.Table 2. B4�, B4�var vs. MS� on Delaunay triangulations.n B4� B4�var MS� t10000 30:00 2:69 4:88 2020000 101:96 6:00 10:12 2040000 374:67 17:60 21:68 2080000 � 64:32 46:07 20160000 � 138:29 98:13 20The table shows that the variable Æ approah B4�var makes a tremendous di�erenefor Blossom IV and that MS� is ompetitive to B4�var.It seems that Delaunay triangulations onstruted as desribed above are rathersimple instanes. In Table 3 we present experiments on sweep-line triangulations. MS�is signi�antly faster than B4�var.Table 3. B4�, B4�var vs. MS� on sweep-line triangulations.n B4� B4�var MS� t10000 26:44 9:89 5:16 2020000 98:69 24:82 11:06 2040000 509:07 95:96 24:09 2080000 � 346:51 52:46 20160000 � 2373:18 121:99 20In Table 4 we give some detailed information about the number of operationsperformed by the algorithms on sweep-line triangulations. Observe that the runningtime of B4�var varies between 10:62 and 279:93 seonds. The running time of ourimplementation varies only slightly. In general, MS� performs more dual adjustments,shrink and expand operations than B4�var. The running time of B4�var heavily dependson the number of potential updates; observe the strong orrelation between olumnsupdates and time for B4�var. This dependene suggests the assumption that BlossomIV spends most of its time to perform dual adjustments. To verify our onjeture,we pro�led the ode of Blossom IV with the GNU pro�ler gprof: Blossom IV indeedspends more than 50% of its omputation time in the funtions whih determine thedual adjustment value Æ (33:63%) and perform the potential updates (20%).13



Table 4. B4�var vs. MS� on sweep-line triangulations with n = 40000 verties. heur andfree denotes the time needed and the number of verties left unmathed by the frationalmathing heuristi, respetively. adj, shrinks, expands and updates states the number of dualadjustments, shrinks, expands and potentials being updated. Note that the value updates forMS� orresponds to hypothetial updates, sine, as opposed to B4�var, our implementationdoes not update the potentials expliitly. (The values of updates di�er so drastially sinedi�erent LP formulations are used.) time refers to the time needed to math the additionalfree many verties and total denotes the overall running time of the algorithm.Alg. heur free adj shrinks expands updates time totalB4�var 1.45 1408 19532 8575 653 6467296 166.07 167.52MS� 1.81 1408 21044 10273 2024 (239707800) 21.89 23.70B4�var 0.98 1408 12466 4913 433 1179070 22.43 23.41MS� 1.81 1408 15812 7058 1766 (147217992) 20.17 21.98B4�var 0.96 1428 15790 5953 747 2886144 61.90 62.86MS� 1.87 1428 17710 7768 2365 (176127169) 21.59 23.46B4�var 0.98 1446 13996 5667 495 1764564 34.13 35.11MS� 1.81 1446 16322 7402 1777 (160005292) 20.99 22.80B4�var 1.20 1440 18176 7852 764 8214055 182.03 183.23MS� 1.84 1440 21007 9841 2565 (263387831) 23.31 25.15B4�var 0.94 1464 14316 5529 538 2166822 46.55 47.49MS� 1.77 1464 17114 7506 2280 (181317577) 22.37 24.14B4�var 1.71 1444 21294 10205 713 10621905 252.71 254.42MS� 1.79 1444 24687 12530 2475 (394330879) 24.33 26.12B4�var 1.06 1474 17230 6431 756 3670495 87.46 88.52MS� 1.85 1474 18408 8509 2237 (202292903) 22.82 24.67B4�var 1.68 1474 22488 10585 967 11353087 278.25 279.93MS� 1.78 1474 24505 12140 2573 (367147596) 24.27 26.05B4�var 1.00 1416 11180 4079 338 472361 9.62 10.62MS� 1.79 1416 14231 6070 1764 (126532110) 19.27 21.06
Inuene of Edge Weights: Table 5 shows the inuene of the edge weights on therunning time. We took random graphs with m = 4n edges and random edge weightsin the range [1; : : : ; b℄ for di�erent values of b. For b = 1, the problem is unweighted.Table 5. B4�, B4�var vs. MS� on random instanes with variable weight range.n � b B4� B4�var MS� t10000 4 1 3:98 3:99 0:85 110000 4 10 2:49 3:03 2:31 110000 4 100 3:09 3:10 2:58 110000 4 1000 17:41 8:40 2:91 110000 4 10000 13:69 11:91 2:78 110000 4 100000 12:06 11:20 2:69 114



The running time of B4� and B4�var depends signi�antly on the size of the range,the running time of MS� depends only weakly (exept for the unweighted ase whihis simpler). MS� is superior to B4�var.We try an explanation. When the range of edge weights is small, a dual adjustmentis more likely to make more than one edge tight. Also it seems to take fewer dualadjustments until an augmenting path is found. Sine dual adjustments are heaper inour implementation (O(m log n) for all adjustments in a phase of our implementationversusO(n) for a single adjustment in Blossom IV), our implementation is less harmedby large numbers of adjustments.Asymptotis: Tables 6 and 7 give some information about the asymptotis. ForTab. 6 we have �xed the graph density at m = 6n and varied n.Table 6. B4�, B4�var vs. MS� on sparse random instanes with m = 6n.n � B4� B4�var MS� t10000 6 20:94 18:03 3:51 520000 6 82:96 53:87 9:97 540000 6 194:48 177:28 29:05 5The running times of B4�var and MS� seem to grow less than quadratially (withB4�var taking about six times as long as MS�). Table 7 gives more detailed information.We varied n and �.Table 7. B4�, B4�var vs. MS� on sparse random instanes with m = �n.n � B4� B4�var MS� t10000 6 20:90 20:22 3:49 510000 8 48:50 22:83 5:18 510000 10 37:49 30:78 5:41 520000 6 96:34 54:08 10:04 520000 8 175:55 89:75 12:20 520000 10 264:80 102:53 15:06 540000 6 209:84 202:51 29:27 540000 8 250:51 249:83 36:18 540000 10 710:08 310:76 46:57 5A log-log plot indiating the asymptotis of B4�var and our MS� algorithm onrandom instanes (� = 6) is depited in Fig. 1.Variane in Running Time: Table 8 gives information about the variane in run-ning time. We give the best, worst and average time of �ve instanes. The utuationis about the same for both implementations.15



Fig. 1. Asymptotis of B4�var and MS� algorithm on sparse random instanes (� = 6).Table 8. B4�var vs. MS� on sparse random instanes with m = 6n.n � B4�var MS� tbest worst average best worst average10000 6 16:88 20:03 18:83 3:34 4:22 3:78 520000 6 49:02 60:74 55:15 9:93 11:09 10:30 540000 6 162:91 198:11 180:88 25:13 32:24 29:09 5Dense Random Instanes and Prie-and-Repair: Our experiments suggest thatMS� is superior to B4�var on sparse instanes. Table 9 shows the running time on denserandom instanes. Our algorithm is superior to Blossom IV even on these instanes.Table 9. B4�, B4�var vs. MS� on dense random instanes. The density is approximately20%, 40% and 60%. n m B4� B4�var MS� t1000 100000 6:97 5:84 1:76 51000 200000 16:61 11:35 3:88 51000 300000 18:91 18:88 5:79 52000 200000 46:71 38:86 8:69 52000 400000 70:52 70:13 16:37 52000 600000 118:07 115:66 23:46 54000 400000 233:16 229:51 42:32 54000 800000 473:51 410:43 92:55 54000 1200000 523:40 522:52 157:00 5As mentioned above, Blossom IV provides a prie-and-repair heuristi for ompletegeometri instanes. The running time on these instanes is signi�antly improved forB4�var using the prie-and-repair heuristi as an be seen in Tab. 10.Table 10. Blossom IV variable Æ without (B4�var) and with (B4��var) prie-and-repairheuristi vs. MS� on omplete geometri instanes. The Delaunay graph of the pointset was hosen as the sparse subgraph for B4��var.n B4�var B4��var MS� t1000 37:01 0:43 24:05 52000 225:93 1:10 104:51 54000 1789:44 4:33 548:19 516



`Worse-Case' Instanes for Blossom IV: We wish to onlude the experimentswith two `worse-ase' instanes that demonstrate the superiority of our implementa-tion to Blossom IV.The �rst `worse-ase' instane for Blossom IV is simply a hain. We onstruteda hain having 2n verties and 2n� 1 edges. The edge weights along the hain werealternately set to 0 and 2 (the edge weight of the �rst and last edge equal 0). B4�varand our MS� algorithm were asked to ompute a maximum-weight perfet mathing.Note that the frational mathing heuristi will always ompute an optimal solutionon instanes of this kind. Table 11 shows the results.Table 11. B4�var vs. MS� on hains.2n B4�var MS� t10000 94:75 0:25 120000 466:86 0:64 140000 2151:33 2:08 1The running time of B4�var grows more than quadratially (as a funtion of n),whereas the running time of our MS� algorithm grows about linearly with n. Wepresent our argument as to why this is to be expeted. First of all, the greedy heuris-ti will math all edges having weight 2; the two outer verties remain unmathed.Eah algorithm will then have to perform O(n) dual adjustments so as to obtain theoptimal mathing. A dual adjustment takes time O(n) for Blossom IV (eah potentialis expliitly updated), whereas it takes O(1) for our MS� algorithm. Thus, BlossomIV will need time O(n2) for all these adjustments and, on the other hand, the timerequired by our MS� algorithm will be O(n).Another `worse-ase' instane for Blossom IV ourred in VLSI-Design havingn = 151780 verties and m = 881317 edges. Kindly, Andr�e Rohe made this instaneavailable to us. We ompared B4� and B4�var to our MS algorithm. We ran our al-gorithm with the greedy heuristi (MS+) as well as with the frational mathingheuristi (MS�). The results are given in Tab. 12.Table 12. B4�, B4�var vs. MS on boese.edg instane.n m B4� B4�var MS+ MS� t151780 881317 200019:74 200810:35 3172:70 5993:61 1(332:01) (350:18) (5:66) (3030:35)The seond row states the times that were needed by the heuristis. Observethat both Blossom IV algorithms need more than two days to ompute an optimalmathing, whereas our algorithm solves the same instane in less than an hour. For ourMS algorithm the frational mathing heuristi did not help at all on this instane: toompute a frational mathing took almost as long as omputing an optimal mathingfor the original instane (using the greedy heuristi).17



5 ConlusionWe have desribed an implementation of an O(nm logn) algorithm for the weightedmathing problem. The experiments showed that our implementation is superior tothe most eÆient ode Blossom IV of Cook and Rohe [CR97℄ on almost all instanes.Only on omplete geometri instanes, for whih Blossom IV additionally supports ahighly e�etive prie-and-repair strategy, our ode was inferior. We an thus providean aÆrmative answer to the question whether or not sophistiated data strutures,suh as onatenable priority queues, help to improve the performane of weightedmathing algorithms in pratie. Moreover, we think that the presented results givesupport to our believe that it is of a great pratial value to have an all-purposelibrary suh as LEDA, sine the implementation of sophistiated data strutures andalgorithms from srath would not be eonomial.Our researh raises several questions. (1) Is it possible to integrate the variableÆ approah into an O(nm logn) algorithm? (2) A generator of instanes foring theimplementations into their worst-ase would be useful. (3) In order to handle ompletegeometri instanes more eÆiently the e�et of a prie-and-repair strategy is worthbeing onsidered; most likely, providing suh a mehanism for MS� will improve itsworst-ase behaviour on these instanes tremendously.Referenes[AC93℄ D. Applegate and W. Cook. Solving large-sale mathing problems. In D. Johnsonand C.C. MGeoh, editors, Network Flows and Mathings, volume 12 of DIMACSSeries in Disrete Mathematis and Theoretial Computer Siene, pages 557{576.Amerian Mathematial Soiety, 1993.[AHU74℄ A. V. Aho, J. E. Hoproft, and J. D. Ullmann. The design and analysis of om-puter algorithms. Addison-Wesley, 1974.[CG℄ B. Cherkassky and A. Goldberg. PRF, a Maxow Code.www.intertrust.om/star/goldberg/index.html.[CR97℄ W. Cook and A. Rohe. Computing minimum{weight perfet mathings. TehnialReport 97863, Forshungsinstitut f�ur Diskrete Mathematik, Universit�at Bonn,1997.[Dil90℄ M. B. Dillenourt. Toughness and delaunay triangulations. Disrete and Compu-tational Geometry, 5:575{601, 1990.[DM86℄ U. Derigs and A. Metz. On the use of optimal frational mathings for solvingthe (integer) mathing problem. Mathematial Programming, 36:263{270, 1986.[DM91℄ U. Derigs and A. Metz. Solving (large sale) mathing problems ombinatorially.Mathematial Programming, 50:113{122, 1991.[Edm65a℄ J. Edmonds. Maximum mathing and a polyhedron with (0,1) verties. Journalof Researh of the National Bureau of Standards, 69B:125{130, 1965.[Edm65b℄ J. Edmonds. Paths, trees, and owers. Canadian Journal on Mathematis, pages449{467, 1965.[Gab74℄ H. N. Gabow. Implementation of algorithms for maximum mathing and nonbi-partite graphs. PhD thesis, Stanford University, 1974.[Gab90℄ H. N. Gabow. Data strutures for weighted mathing and nearest ommon anes-tors with linking. In D. Johnson, editor, Proeedings of the 1st Annual ACM-SIAMSymposium on Disrete Algorithms (SODA '90), pages 434{443, San Franiso,CA, USA, January 1990. SIAM. 18
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